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Abstract
An electromagnetic radiation ŽEMR. method associated with rock fracture was employed to study water infusion in
rockburst-prone coal strata. Measurements of EMR activity during borehole drilling revealed that a hole nearing a stress
peak excites a sharp increase in EMR activity. Water pressure increaserdecrease excited EMR activity up to the coal
stratum transition to residual stress. An absence of EMR activity during water pressure changes could be a criterion for water
infusion performance. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Rockburst hazards in the mine working face
can be eliminated by different methods, for
example, large diameter hole drilling, camouflage blasting or water infusion. The performance of each method is usually verified after
its completion. In this paper we describe a
modern method of water infusion control.
The performance of water infusion on rockburst hazardous coal seams is usually estimated
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by a volume of so-called ‘drilled coal rubble’
ŽDCR.: volume of coal pieces fissured by
drilling. Volume of fissured coal depends on
hole diameter, on drilling rate and on stress
level. The first two parameters usually remain
constant for a given coal stratum, hence, volume
of DCR characterizes the stress level.
During infusion, water ‘impregnates’ coal
near the mine working face. If a forecast hole
intersects water saturated zone, it excites a water spouting to the mine working face. Then,
DCR turns to a slime, and it becomes impossible to measure the DCR volume.
This situation causes a drilling of an additional forecast hole. However, the existence of
several forecast holes Žintended to estimate wa-
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ter infusion performance. diminishes the validity of the water infusion itself because the increase of water pressure sometimes excites its
breaching to a neighboring hole. Hence, we
have a ‘‘closed cycle’’: to estimate performance
we need a hole, while the holes negatively
influence the performance. The only way to cut
this ‘‘Gordian knot’’ is to estimate water infusion performance during its execution without
drilling holes.
This problem may be tackled only by shortterm and non-destructive geophysical methods,
for example, the method of electromagnetic radiation ŽEMR. activity registration.

2. Fundamentals of EMR
EMR from materials fractured under compression was firstly observed in 1933
ŽUrusovskaja, 1969. . This study was followed
by numerous others, that aimed at investigating
the different EMR aspects ŽUrusovskaja, 1969;
Nitsan, 1977; Gokhberg et al., 1979; Goncharov
et al., 1980; Warwick et al., 1982; Ogawa et al.,
1985; Cress et al., 1987; Gershenzon et al.,
1989; Yamada et al., 1989; Xu et al., 1991;
Fujinawa et al., 1992; Yoshino et al., 1993.. We
briefly summarize some known experimental
results: Ža. The tensile crack formation excites
more intensive EMR than shear cracking
ŽYamada et al., 1989. . Ž b. The increase of elasticity, strength, and loading rate during uniaxial
loading increase EMR amplitude Ž Gol’d et al.,
1975; Nitsan, 1977; Khatiashvili, 1984.. Žc. The
key elastic parameter for EMR characterization
during triaxial compression is the Poisson ratio.
The lower the Poisson ratio, the harder it is for
the material to strain transversally, and hence,
the higher is the probability of new fractures
Žespecially parallel to the axis. and of the ensuing EMR. On the other hand, the higher the
Poisson ratio, the easier it is for the material to
strain transversally, and accordingly, fewer frac-

tures and lower EMR activity should be expected Ž Frid et al., 1999. .
Today, the physical mechanism of EMR is
unknown. Several attempts to explain the EMR
mechanism include the acceleration and deceleration of dislocations ŽPerelman and Khatiashvilli, 1981; Golovin and Shibkov, 1986a,b. ,
rupture of bonds Ž Khatiashvili, 1984; Gershenzon et al., 1985., the movement of charged
crack sides ŽMiroshnishenko and Kuksenko,
1980. and electrical breakdown Ždischarge between charged crack sides, Gol’d et al., 1975;
Enomoto and Chaudhri, 1993.. Unfortunately,
none of these was able to explain the properties
of the detected EMR Ž King, 1983; Rabinovitch
et al., 1995, 1996..
Rabinovitch et al. Ž 1998. maintained that the
EMR pulse amplitude increases as long as the
crack continues to grow, when new atomic bonds
are severed and their contribution is added to
the EMR. When the crack halts, the pulse amplitude starts to decay. A careful EMR pulse
parameterization allowed to associate some
EMR parameters with crack dimensions. Thus,
the time from the start of the pulse up to its
maximum is proportional to the number of severed atomic bonds and thus to the crack length,
while the frequency of the EMR pulse relates to
the crack width ŽRabinovitch et al., 1998, 1999. .
During the 1970s and 1980s, the interest in
EMR moved from the ‘‘basic’’ to the ‘‘applied’’
sphere, in connection with problems of earthquake prognosis Ž e.g., Gokhberg et al., 1979;
King, 1983; Gershenzon et al., 1985; Yoshino et
al., 1993. and rockburst hazard forecast Ž e.g.,
Khatiashvili, 1984; Nesbitt and Austin, 1988;
Frid, 1990. .

3. EMR registration in underground mines
Khatiashvili Ž1984. carried out an investigation of EMR in the Tkibulli deep shaft Ž Georgia. prior to the earthquake of magnitude of
5.4. The registration point Žat the shaft position.
was located at a distance of 250 km from the
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earthquake epicenter. Prior to the earthquake
itself, an increase of intensity of the lower part
of the spectrum Ž1–100 kHz. and a corresponding decrease of intensity of higher frequencies
Ž100–1000 kHz. were observed. This phenomenon could, perhaps, be explained by an
increase of the number and the sizes of cracks
during the earthquake approach.
Nesbitt and Austin Ž1988. registered EMR
activity increase corresponding to micro seismic
events Ž magnitude of y0.4. in a gold mine
excavation Ž2.5 km depth. . The amplitude of
this EMR signal was about 1.2 mVrm, and it
appeared a few seconds prior to the seismic
event.
Registration of EMR activity in mine workings of the Ural bauxite deposit showed Ž Scitovich and Lazarevich, 1985. that its values
sharply increased due to rockburst hazard increase. Analogous works in Noril’sk polymetal
deposit ŽKrasnoyarsk region. revealed an increase of EMR amplitude Žup to 150–200
mVrm. and activity in the rockburst hazardous
zones ŽRed’kin et al., 1985. .
Markov and Ipatov Ž1986. investigating EMR
activity changes in apatite underground mine
ŽKhibin deposit, Kola peninsula. found out that
EMR amplitude in rockburst hazardous zones
was in the range of 8–25 mVrm and EMR
activity here was significantly higher than regular noise level.
EMR investigations in different rockburst and
rock and gas outburst situations were carried out
in underground coal mines ŽNorth Kuzbass deposit. ŽFrid et al., 1992; Frid, 1997a,b.. The
EMR activity was measured by a 100-kHz Ž"1
kHz. resonance magnetic antenna. After registrations of EMR activity, the degree of rockburst hazard at a given point of mine working
was determined by a volume of DCR. These
investigations showed that an increase of rockburst hazard, accompanied by an increase of
EMR activity, occurs when pillars are found
above a given seam, geological faults exist in
the area andror seam thickness sharply diminishes.
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4. An employment of EMR for water-infusion control
4.1. Rockburst safety condition
As shown by Petukhov and Lin’kov Ž 1983. ,
rockburst safety condition is the following:

°

Pn - Pm
~ Mc a n
-1
Er h

¢

Ž1.

where Pn is the external applied load, Pm is the
limiting load Ž strength., Mc is the coal drop
modulus Ždescending modulus of stress–strain
curve beyond peak point under rigid compression, Fig. 1a. , Er is the Young modulus of
adjoining rocks, a n is the distance up to peak
stress from mine working face, h is the half
thickness of coal stratum. If coal is under residual strength Ž non-hazardous condition. , both inequalities are complied: load on given zone is
lower than the limiting value Ž first inequality. ,
and the left side of the second inequality is
lower than 1 Ž drop modulus in the residual
strength zone is equal to 0..
4.2. EMR in residual strength zone — sample
compression
Goncharov et al. Ž 1980. carried out an EMR
study on a rigid press. They loaded concrete
samples of 0.55 = 0.55 = 0.65 m dimensions.
The EMR activity was measured with a magnetic antenna, that had a resonance frequency of
800 kHz Ž"1 kHz.. The first significant increase of EMR activity occurred at the post-peak
zone ŽFig. 1a. under the load of 0.95 sc , where
sc is the strength limit, while the second rise of
EMR activity was noted under a load of 0.9 sc
Žin the post-peak zone. . Single pulses of EMR
accompanied the subsequent decrease of the
load until 0.75 sc . In the zone of residual
strength ŽFig. 1a., EMR activity was ceased.
EMR studies on a rigid press were also performed on ores and rocks from the Khibin
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Fig. 1. Typical stress–strain curve during rigid sample compression Ža. and stress distribution curve in the zone of mine
working influence Žb..

apatite deposit ŽKola peninsula, Ipatov, 1989. ,
on magnetic ores, granites, white marble and
coal from Shpitsbergen ŽFrid, 1990.. EMR activity was registered with 100 kHz Ž"1 kHz.
resonance magnetic antenna. The maximum
EMR activity was measured in the range of
1.0–0.8 sc in post-peak zone, while in the zone
of residual strength EMR activity was discontinued. The analysis of these results showed that
the following EMR features were common for
all rocks:
1. A sharp increase of EMR activity in the
post-peak zone near the limit of strength.
2. A gradual decrease of EMR activity during
the approach to the zone of residual strength.
3. An absence of EMR in the zone of residual
strength.
4.3. EMR induced by a borehole drilling
To check these conclusions in situ, we investigated the EMR activity during borehole drilling
Žhole diameter was 42 mm. . Note that the residual strength zone Žthe last one during sample

deformation on rigid stress, Fig. 1a. is the nearest zone to the mine working face ŽFig. 1b..
All holes were drilled by 1-m separation
interval. During all interval drilling, a cumulative value of EMR activity Žsummarized value
of EMR activity per drilling interval. was measured and after drilling each interval, the DCR
value was measured. Forecast drilling in the
mine does not generally achieve stress peak due
to instrument gripping in a borehole, and stops
if DCR volume Ž stress value. becomes higher
than a predetermined value. Forecast drilling Žin
North Kuzbass mines. is generally conducted up
to 6 m depth. Fig. 2 shows two examples of
EMR observation during borehole drilling: Fig.
2a — in the rockburst hazardous zone ŽDCR
value is higher than the limiting value, see
below. and Fig. 2b — in the non-hazardous
zone ŽDCR value is lower than the limiting
value, see below.. As is seen from Fig. 2a, DCR
value increases up to 12 lrm at the 5th drilling
meter, that is significantly higher than limited
value Ž5.5–6 lrm at the 5–6 drilling meter.,
and hence, forecast drilling was stopped. This
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approaches a zone of highly stressed coal Ž that
is near the stress peak, e.g., Fig. 2a. ; Ž 2. The
drilling in the non-hazardous zone does not
tangibly affect the EMR activity Ž e.g., Fig. 2b. ;
Ž3. The EMR activity value induced by drilling
is the lowest in the zones nearest to mine working face: zone of crushed coal or by another
words zone of residual strength Ž first drilling
meter from mine working face, e.g., Fig. 2a,b..
4.4. Principles of EMR used for water infusion
control
The analyses of safety condition Ž Section 4.1.,
EMR features induced by sample compression
ŽSection 4.2. and EMR changes associated with
borehole drilling Ž Section 4.3. enables us to
state two principles of EMR used for water
infusion control:
1. Rockburst is impossible if mine working face
is transited to residual strength.
2. If material is under residual strength, its
loading is not accompanied by EMR excitation.
Fig. 2. Two examples of EMR study during forecast
drilling: in the rockburst hazardous zone Ža. and in the
non-hazardous zone Žb.. Full-drawn curve is the DCR
value, while the hatched curve is the EMR activity.

value of DCR evidently indicates the existence
of a rockburst hazardous zone at the 5th meter
depth from the mine working face. Fig. 2a
shows that if a hole face approaches a stress
peak ŽDCR increase above the limiting value.,
EMR activity sharply increases, and vice versa:
if the DCR value does not change drastically
ŽDCR value lower than 5.5–6 lrm at the 5–6
drilling meter — non-hazardous zone, Fig. 2b. ,
EMR activity does not essentially increase.
The analysis of more than 150 drillings conducted on three different coal stratums Ž Desyatiy, Koksoviy and Andreevskiy. enables us
to summarize some general features of EMR
activity associated with borehole drilling: Ž 1.
The EMR activity sharply increases if hole face

5. EMR–water infusion model
As is generally known, rock stress condition
may be described by the Coloumb–Mohr envelope ŽTwiss and Moores, 1992.. Let us assume
that the coal stress condition in the face of mine
working is described by the Mohr circle Ž Fig. 3,

Fig. 3. Mohr–Colulomb failure envelope around Mohr
circles which represents the different coal conditions during water infusion.
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1. and by the Coloumb–Mohr envelope Ž Fig. 3,
1X .. A water pressure increase forms a pore
pressure P that is equivalent to an additive
tension stress. This tension stress shifts to the
left Mohr circle on P value. Hence, part of the
circle will be above the Mohr–Coulomb envelope ŽFig. 3, 2., that means coal turns to an
unstable condition, and will be fractured. This
fracturing results in EMR activity increase. As a
result of coal fracturing, its strength will be
decreased. However, if stress level in a coal
stratum is yet high, a sharp decrease of water
pressure Ž for example, due to pump stopping.
will excite crack closure and EMR excitation.
Hence, a water pressure cycle Ž both increase
and decrease. will affect EMR activity.
Thus, water pressure changes accompanied
by the EMR activity up to the coal transition to
residual strength Ž Fig. 3, 3., and vice versa: an
absence of EMR activity variation during water
pressure changes during the ‘‘loading–unloading’’ cycle could be a criterion of water infusion
performance or, in other words, if the coal
stratum will be non-hazardous.

6. EMR during water infusion in coal mine
EMR investigations during water infusion
were carried out on Koksoviy, Andreevsky,
Desyatiy coal stratums North Kuzbass Ž Russia. .
Water infusion was conducted in the following
manner: Ž1. The length of the holes was 6 m
and the sealed length was 5–5.5 m Ž a mining
experience in North Kuzbass shows that the
existence of a 5–6-m safeguard zone Žresidual
strength zone. in mine working face, indicates a
non-dangerous condition. . Ž 2. Water pressure
was increased in a stepwise fashion of 0.2–0.3
g H to provide coal ‘impregnation’ with water,
where g is the rock density wkgrm3 x and H is
the stratum depth wmx. Ž 3. New step of water
pressure increase was after EMR activity stabilization. Ž4. During water infusion, EMR activ-

ity was measured by a 100-kHz Ž"1 kHz. loop
magnetic antenna. The antenna was located 1 m
from the mine working face and connected with
a special counter ŽFig. 4.. We measured the
number of intersections Žper unit time. of the
amplitude of oscillated electromagnetic pulses
of a given counter sensitivity level. We call this
parameter the EMR activity. Each EMR activity
reading was taken with a duration of 10 s. For
simplicity, we named the unit of EMR activity
‘‘pulse per 10 s’’, symbolized as ‘‘pulser10
s’’. Ž 5. After reaching 0.8 g H, water pressure is
sharply decreased to 0.3 g H, as our experience
shows that if the water pressure exceeds a value
of 0.8 g H, the probability of water breaching to
mine working face becomes very high. Ž6. Cycles of pressure increase–decrease were repeated as long as the water pressure changes
initiated an EMR activity. Ž7. When EMR activity induced by water pressure changes did not
appear, water infusion was finished.
An example of EMR registration during water infusion is shown in Fig. 5. Water infusion
was carried out in the drift face of Andreevsky
stratum Žat 700 m depth, average rock density is
about of 2 = 10 3 kgrm3, water increase step
size is 4 MPa Ž 0.3 g H . , while maximal water
pressure value is 11 MPa Žmaximal water pressure must be not higher than 0.8 g H, see above..
DCR value measured in the drift face was 6
lrm, hence, a rockburst hazardous situation was
revealed.
Fig. 5 shows that an increase of water pressure up to 4 MPa during the first cycle is
associated with EMR activity excitation Ž500

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of experimental arrangement.
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Fig. 5. An example of EMR registration during water
infusion. Full-drawn curve is the water pressure, while the
hatched curve is the EMR activity.

pulser10 s.; the following water pressure rise
up to 8 MPa initiated an additional increase of
EMR activity Žabout 800 pulser10 s.. A decrease of water pressure to 4 MPa elicited insignificant decrease of EMR activity, and water
pressure increase up to 11 MPa resulted in an
additional EMR activity burst Ž 1350 pulser10
s. .
A decrease of water pressure to 4 MPa led to
a significant decrease of EMR activity, however, its level remained high enough. Therefore,
the water pressure rise during the second cycle
induced an increase of EMR activity.
After the second cycle of water infusion,
EMR activity decreased to 50 pulser10 s.
Drilling of a forecast borehole showed that DCR
value was about 4.5 lrm. This value is a little
lower than the criterion level, while it also
shows that the zone of drift influence is still
stressed enough.
The EMR activity was large up to the third
cycle of water infusion, while the fifth and sixth
cycles of water infusion were not associated
with any EMR appearance. Drilling of a forecast borehole after the sixth cycle of water
infusion showed that it was impossible to determine the DCR value, due to very high coal
humidity. However, measurement of natural
EMR activity showed that the average value of
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natural EMR activity was about 50 pulser10 s,
that is significantly lower than the limiting value
of natural EMR activity Ž120 pulser10 s, Frid,
1997b., and showed that the zone near the mine
working face was non-dangerous.
Note that the absence of EMR excitation due
to water pressure changes is a qualitative criterion. It does not determine, for example, the
number of water pressure cycles needed for
water infusion performance. In the case shown
in Fig. 4, water infusion could have been finished after the fifth cycle, while the sixth cycle
was superfluous. However, our research Ž more
than 70 EMR investigations during water infusion. has showed that the EMR criterion really
characterizes water infusion performance.

7. Conclusion
As is known, EMR activity is used for rockburst and coal and gas outburst forecast.
The new interdisciplinary approach consisting of rock mechanics analysis of safety condition and rigid sample deformation, and geophysical EMR investigation, both in the laboratory
Žduring sample compression. and in situ Ž during
borehole drilling and during a water infusion.
enables us to apply EMR for water infusion
performance control. The results showed that if
EMR activity is lacking during a water pressure
decrease–increase cycle, water infusion is really
effective and the mine working face is nonhazardous.
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